[Morphological characteristic of tissues, surrounding prosthesis in patients, suffering cutaneo-prosthetic fistulas and paraprosthetic hernias].
While application of the net prostheses in surgery of anterior abdominal wall hernias (AAWH) the complications are noted, such as the prosthesis cyst development, the net wrinkling, migration and separation with the hernia recurrence. Morphological investigation of tissues were conducted in regions of cutaneo-prosthetic fistulas and hernial gates, formatted by the prosthesis edge, in 22 patients, operated for AAWH, in 6 of them cutaneo-prosthetic fistulas were observed. Morphological changes in region of prosthesis, taking part in the hernial defect development, as well as in the wrinkled part of the prosthesis, were characterized by pronounced inflammation, development of rude cicatrices and infiltration of tissues. While durable existence of cutaneo-prosthetic fistulas the prosthesis degradation and destruction occurs as well as the breaks and cracks; on sites of the tissue, surrounding the prosthesis, the microorganisms and fungi vegetations may evolve, trusting its secondary infectioning.